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The computer-aided molecular modelling of the catalytic conversion of
carbon dioxide (CO2) into ‘green’ fuels oﬀers a comprehensive view of the
chemical events taking place during the process. This provides crucial
information about ‘where’, ‘how’, and ‘why’ and also allows the in silico
hypothesising of those promising catalysts before the experimental testing
of their catalytic performance. Among the variety of quantum mechanical
approaches, well-resolved density functional theory (DFT) has been proven
as a fast, robust, and powerful methodology for such purposes. In the
present chapter, we review diﬀerent fundamental aspects of the chemical
reactivity with special emphasis on the theoretical point-of-view as well as
fully treating the thermodynamics, kinetics, and additional aspects for the
DFT modelling of the CO2 conversion mechanism screening through the
electrochemical approach.
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6.1 Introduction
Attending to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
Gold Book’s definition of catalyst, this is ‘‘a substance that increases the rate of
a reaction without modifying the overall standard Gibbs energy change’’.1 The
process in which a catalyst is involved receives the name of catalysis, and,
depending on whether the catalytic process takes place in the same phase, or
on the contrary, occurs at or near the interphase that separates two diﬀerent
phases, catalysis can be classified into homogeneous and heterogeneous,
respectively.
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In this regard, Scheme 6.1 shows a schematic representation of a
chemical reaction in terms of the Gibbs free energy in which reactants
(R) evolve to products (P) through a first-order transition state (TS: one
imaginary frequency). As indicated in (a), the presence of a catalyst
decreases the activation barrier (Ga
c ) with respect the non-catalysed
process (Ga
nc), and therefore increases the rate constant of the reaction by
virtue of the Arrhenius equation.2,3 Since the catalyst participates in the
process as a promoter of the reaction but it is regenerated once reactants
reach products, the reaction energy (GR) is, by definition, not aﬀected. At
the end, the negative value of the Gibbs free energy variation between
products and reactants leads to a spontaneous/exergonic process for
this specific instance. By contrast, (b) represents the case of a chemical
a
reaction in which the activation barrier increases (Ga
i 4Gni ) in the presence of what can be considered a ‘negative’ catalyst. This behaviour is
known as inhibition, that is, a process in which ‘‘a substance known as
inhibitor decreases the rate of a reaction without modifying the overall
standard Gibbs energy change’’. Finally and as happened in (a), GR remains
unchanged when compared with the non-inhibited and inhibited cases,
however, its positive value leads to a non-spontaneous/endergonic process
for this specific example.
However, why is the concept of catalysis so important? The answer is clear.
If the introduction of a catalyst during a chemical reaction decreases
the activation barrier from, for instance, 1.00 to 0.25 eV, this supposes an
energy saving of three quarters; the economic consequences are therefore
evident, and if this energy comes from fossil fuel sources, it also means the
production of just a quarter of the greenhouse gases that otherwise would
have been completely emitted into the atmosphere.
Despite the fact that inhibition processes are also of paramount
importance for many chemical applications, we will just focus on those
a
chemical reactions in which Ga
nc4Gc (Scheme 6.1(a)), that is, catalysis.
Scheme 6.2 presents the case of a multi-step catalysed chemical reaction
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Scheme 6.1

Schematic representation of a chemical reaction in terms of the Gibbs
free energy: (a) catalysed and non-catalysed; and (b) non-inhibited and
inhibited. R, TS, and P refer to reactants, transition state, and products,
respectively. Ga and GR refer to the Gibbs free activation and reaction
energies, in each case.
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Scheme 6.2

Schematic Gibbs free energy diagram for a catalysed A-D chemical
reaction following two mechanistic routes: path 1 (in blue) and path 2
(in red).

in which A (reactant) evolves to D (product) prior to passing from the
B and C intermediate species and their respective TS. The use of a
hypothetical catalyst leads to two diﬀerent mechanistic routes, named as
path 1 and path 2. First of all, it seems that an inconsistency arises with
respect the formal concept of catalysis. That is, why are the reaction
energies for obtaining the B and C intermediate species diﬀerent when
comparing both reaction mechanisms? The concept ‘intermediate species’
precisely refers to chemical entities existing as transitional minima or
metastable structures. Since the nature of the species–catalyst interactions
are diﬀerent based on when they occur, therefore diﬀerent thermodynamics can be seen in such cases. However, both paths obey the
principle of the non-modified overall standard Gibbs energy change between products (D) and reactants (A).
Thus, at the beginning of the reaction process, A is converted into B once
it has passed the respective TSAB. Despite B2 being thermodynamically
more stable than B1, kinetics reveal that the activation barrier for TSAB, 1
is lower than the one demanded when going through TSAB, 2. This
entails a majority of B1 intermediate species being obtained despite
G(B2)  G(B1)o0, i.e. the reaction takes place via the minimum energy path,
being path 1 in this circumstance. Against this fact, we say that the reaction
is governed by a kinetic control. Alternatively, giving the hypothetical case
in which G(TSAB, 1)ZG(TSAB, 2), undoubtedly thermodynamic control will be
imposed and a majority of B2 species will be obtained at this stage of the
reaction.
Finally, the reaction follows with obtaining C1 and D1 and their respective
TSBC, 1 and TSCD, 1. However, since the activation barrier for the evolution
of C1 up to TSCD, 1 is the largest of the activation Gibbs free energies, this
indicates that precisely this step becomes the limiting one of the whole
process.
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One of the key objectives of the quantum mechanical modelling of manybody (or N-body) systems is precisely the calculation of the energy. The information that can be extracted from this and its directly related properties
(structural parameters, harmonic vibrational frequencies, orbitals/bands,y
dipole moment, etc.) allows the hypothesising of the factors that explain the
stability and reactivity of the chemical species and the role that the introduction of catalysts plays in such properties, inter alia. Among the variety of
quantum mechanical methods at the disposal of the theoreticians’ community, well-resolved density functional theory (DFT)4 is, undoubtedly, one of
the most powerful, and, therefore, widely used in the literature. In this regard:
1. DFT is based on the electron density, a physical observable.
2. DFT scales O(N 3), which is much better than ab initio post-Hartree–
Fock second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory [MP2, O(N 4)],5
and extremely more superior than coupled clusters with singles and
doubles [CCSD, O(N 6)],6 for instance.
3. Multiple algorithms and approximations have been developed/
implemented to decrease the time that DFT demands; this overcomes
the bottleneck imposed by the O(N 3) scaling, especially when the size
of the system exceeds a certain number of atoms (as from a hundred).
4. On the market (commercial), and also under academic and GNU
licenses, there are several tens of codes for DFT modelling.
5. And, what could be understood as a limitation of DFT, that is, the
inexistence of an accurate and universal functional to the external
potential, it is supplied with a wide range of general and specific
functionals and the respective vast literature has been applied, even
compared, to a multitude of systems.
Hence, it is not surprising to find that the DFT methodology is implemented
in fields such as material sciences, and, by extension, in the in silico study
of catalytic processes. In this regard, quantum mechanical modelling
(but especially DFT due to the aforementioned strong points), allows the
proposition of candidates (‘initial guesses’ from the theoretical formalism)
to be evaluated before they are synthesised. This benefits experimentalists,
who can start from those promising ‘targets’ previously identified by computational calculations; this can dramatically improve the success rate of
materials development, and means, in the majority of cases, the saving
of time and economic resources, besides oﬀering an explanatory and
complementary point-of-view of the events that occur at the atomic level.
Thus, in the present chapter, we oﬀer a comprehensive guide on DFT
modelling of the catalytic carbon dioxide (CO2) conversion mechanism into
hydrocarbon compounds through the electrochemical approach.
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Formally, an orbital is a mathematical function that is an exact solution to the Schrödinger
equation for a hydrogen-like system (H, He1, Li21, H21, etc.). However, the term has been
improperly extended to many-body systems being widely accepted by the scientific community.
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6.2 Insights into the Electrochemical CO2
Conversion Reaction Mechanisms
Even after more than four decades of research, the development of realistic
machinery for the catalytic conversion of CO2 into hydrocarbon compounds
still remains a ‘hot topic’. This impact has its base in the implications that
CO2 has in the energy, environmental, biological, or industrial fields, among
others. Since the beginning of the first industrial revolution to today, humanity has used non-renewable sources as the main form of energy production through the combustion of fossil fuels. In this regard, CO2 has been
a major product, and according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory7 its concentration
in the atmosphere has reached a concerning level of 400 ppm with expectations of further rises at a rate of 2 ppm per year.8 As result of fierce industrial activity, the role of CO2—a natural gas with important implications
for life—is clearly compromised by its consequences of the intensified
greenhouse eﬀect and climate change.9,10 Thus, the reverse of this process is
profiled as one ‘green’ alternative for energy consumption.11 In this regard:
1. CO2 is a natural source found in large quantities as a component of air.
2. The re-burning of hydrocarbon fuels as result of CO2 conversion produces ‘clean’ energy since the balance of greenhouse emissions is
exactly zero, always assuming that the energy provided during the
conversion process comes from renewable sources.
3. The ‘green’ fuels generated through CO2 conversion are easily manageable and transportable.
In nature, CO2 is an abundant gas with a very high stability. Form the
structural point-of-view, CO2 is a linear molecule (DNh group of symmetry)
with in-equilibrium R(C¼O) distances equal to 1.162 Å. From an electrostatic
perspective, CO2 exhibits one electrostatic potential minimum on the
0.001 au electron density iso-surface (van der Waals iso-surface in atoms)
along the C¼O direction of each terminal O atom, and a set of multiple
maxima surrounding the central C atom (see Figure 6.1(a)). These stationary
points in the potential have been estimated to be 0.46 and 1.20 eV,
respectively, at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ computational level, and correspond
to the classical ‘rabbit ear’ lone pairs on O (Olp) and the p-holes surrounding
the sp-hybridised C of CO2 in each case.12
This information revealed by the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP)13
on the 0.001 au electron density iso-surface is of great significance since it
indicates the potential role that these moieties would play when interacting
with complementary moieties from partner molecules. In this regard, it
advertises that Olp will act as electron donor moieties with electropositive
binding sites via presumably weak O¼C¼Olp  X(d1) interactions, while
stronger contacts can occur with electronegative binding sites through
X(d)  C(p-hole) interactions, and acting C(p-hole) as an electron acceptor
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Figure 6.1

(a) MEP (0.015 au iso-contour) on the 0.001 au electron density
iso-surface for the isolated molecule of CO2 calculated at the MP2/augcc-pVDZ computational level (WFA-SAS program).14 From red to blue
colours, from more negative to more positive potentials are indicated.
Green and black spheres represent minima (Olp) and maxima (p-holes
on C), respectively. (b) Potential binding sites between CO2 and a
hypothetical surface catalyst indicating the cases in which CO2 acts as
electron acceptor or donor, respectively.
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(see Figure 6.1(b)). Undoubtedly, among the variety of interactions that
might take place, those of electrostatic nature will be always the most intense, although a significant dose of dispersion could also come into play.
The study of the interaction of CO2 with partner substances is of paramount relevance since these so-called ‘partners’ could be the catalyst.
Obviously, and as a prerequisite to start the catalytic conversion process, this
cannot occur if there is no physicochemical contact between the substrate
(CO2, in this case) and the catalyst. In this sense, there are several lines of
research exclusively dedicated to the description and development of novel
and improved techniques for the enhancement of CO2 adsorption as well
as the search for new materials or approaches in which CO2 could be
chemisorbed15–17 or captured.18–20
Once CO2 is fixed (physi- or chemisorbed) on the catalytic surface, the
reduction process takes places in successive elementary electrochemical
reactions, that is, one proton (H1) and one electron (e) are added to CO2 or
the immediately preceding species. Attending to the even number of H1/e
pairs transferred along the whole process, diﬀerent hydrocarbon compounds can be obtained: carbon monoxide (CO) or formic acid (HCOOH,
two), formaldehyde (H2CO, four), methanol (CH3OH, six), or methane (CH4,
eight). Although the possibility of the highly eﬃcient production of CO
and/or HCOOH is of great importance for chemical research, from a practical point-of-view, the low energy storage capacity of these less-reduced
compounds do not make them good candidates for use in ‘green’ fuels
technology; the amount of energy that can be obtained via combustion will
be larger when the final product has a higher number of C–H covalent bonds
and, in that sense, more reduced compounds are much more desirable.
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However, which factors aﬀect the major production of one hydrocarbon
compound against the others? And, before this, how? Scheme 6.3 describes
in a very clear way the diﬀerent paths that isolated CO2 can follow when
reduced into CO, and HCOOH, H2CO, CH3OH, and CH4 hydrocarbon compounds. Each one of these steps occurs from elementary electrochemical
reactions in which one given species gains one H1/e pair to further produce
the hydrogenated intermediate species/product. In this sense, for the first
electrochemical hydrogenation of CO2, two options appear as separated
mechanisms: on the one hand, leading to the HOCO intermediate species
(eqn (6.1)), i.e. H is linked to one of the two O atoms from CO2; on the other,
the OCHO intermediate species is postulated (eqn (6.2)), H being linked on
the C atom of CO2:
CO2 þ H1 þ e - HOCO

(6.1)

CO2 þ H1 þ e - OCHO

(6.2)

As is clearly shown in Scheme 6.3, and obviating inter-conversion
processes, the further mechanistic route depends on which radical is
produced. That is, during a second H1/e pair gain on the HOCO radical,
three reductions might take place: (i) electrochemical hydrogenation on
the previously hydrogenated O atom to reach CO and a released H2O
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Scheme 6.3

Schematic Gibbs free energy diagram vs. SHE (just thermodynamics,
in eV) for the electrochemical CO2 reduction into CO, and HCOOH,
H2CO, CH3OH, and CH4 hydrocarbon compounds, in the gas phase
and at mild conditions (T ¼ 298.15 K), calculated at the MP2/aug-ccpVTZ computational level. (Calculated through the facilities provided
by the Gaussian09 package, revision D.01.)21
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molecule; (ii) electrochemical hydrogenation on the C atom to reach
HCOOH; and (iii) electrochemical hydrogenation on the non-reacted O atom
to reach HOCOH. However, if the second H1/e pair gain occurs on the
OCHO radical, HCOOH can be also obtained if it occurs on one of the
O atoms or OCH2O if it occurs on the previously hydrogenated C atom.
Obviously, HCOOH is a common product, while the CO product (plus a
released H2O molecule) and the HOCOH intermediate species can only come
from the HOCO radical, or, alternatively, OCH2O from OCHO .
From here, it is found that the reaction evolves increasingly through a
considerably complicated mechanism. Then, a series of multiple pathways
can be postulated, as for instance, the two indicated in Scheme 6.4 and
coming into play on the catalytic surface:
Thus, once the adsorbed CO2 species is hydrogenated to reach the HOCO
radical, CO (with the release of a H2O molecule), a HCO radical, H2CO,
and a CH3O radical are obtained along the second, third, fourth and fifth
H1/e pair gains, respectively. In this context, and giving a hypothetical
catalytic surface in which red and pink balls represent electronegative and
positive binding sites, a set of specific interactions might take place. Strong
C   X(d1) connections between HCO and the surface are expected, or
weak H-bonds between H2CO and the X(d) moiety from the material. These
questions are not of trivial nature, since the specific interactions between
substrate and surface could, and in fact can, define the minimum energy
path. It is for that reason that, in praxis, delving into the interactions and the
conformational exploration is of crucial importance for realistic modelling,
and the conclusions which can be drawn from the thermodynamics and
kinetics analysis derived from that.
Additionally, during the sixth to eighth H1/e pair gains, two diﬀerent
mechanistic routes can be seen: on the one hand, a CH3O radical could be
reduced by formation of CH3OH (Scheme 6.4(6a)), to finally reach CH4
prior passing to the CH3 intermediate species (and the release of the second
H2O molecule); on the other, it is hypothesised an alternative path in which CH4
is firstly produced (Scheme 6.4(6b)) being the catalytic surface as O-deposited,
and producing the second H2O molecule at the end of the process.
From a pragmatic point-of-view, some strategic points deserve mentioning
in this context:
1. The isolated transformation of isolated CO2 exhibits very large
thermodynamic impediments. For example, the first elementary
electrochemical reduction that could lead to the formation of the
HOCO and OCHO radicals exhibit Gibbs free reaction energies
(at MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level) of 2.41 and 3.06 eV vs. SHE, respectively. It
is obvious that the introduction of the catalyst is precisely based on a
decrease in these impediments, describing a smother reaction route.
It is for that reason that an adequate and smart idea as an initial
approach is the modelling of just the clean surface, fixed CO2, and
adsorbed HOCO and OCHO radical states in order to test the Gibbs
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Scheme 6.4

Schematic representation for the electrochemical CO2 conversion into the CH4 mechanism through the CO pathway and
following two diﬀerent mechanistic routes from the fifth H1/e pair gain. Red and pink balls represent electronegative and
positive binding sites for a hypothetical catalytic surface material, respectively. Introductions of new H1/e pairs are
highlighted in blue.
Chapter 6
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free binding energy of CO2 and the reaction Gibbs free energies due
to the first electrochemical hydrogenation steps. If the test results
are positive, that is, if a low reaction energy is obtained, it would be
essential to estimate the activation barriers for both HOCO and
OCHO radical formation.
2. Strongly related to this, it is well known that the electro-reduction of
isolated CO2 demands a very high potential, 1.90 V vs. NHE
(eqn (6.3)),22 and the first electrochemical hydrogenation represents
the largest impediment, limiting the step of the overall process. This is
also very usual when catalysed, and, once located, which is the step
corresponding to the minimum energy path (HOCO vs. OCHO
radicals), the mechanism is greatly simplified.
CO2 þ e-CO2 ,

e0 ¼ 1.90 V vs. NHE.
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10

(6.3)

3. Also, one might assume that we will not find, except in special cases,
Gibbs free energies (both reaction and activation values) much larger
during the successive H1/e pair gains. This leads us to conclude that a
comprehensive, accurate prediction of the thermochemistry during
the early CO2 fixation and first electrochemical hydrogenation steps
generally represents a good approximation of the limitations imposed
by the selected material.
Finally, very close potentials are seen for the CO and hydrocarbon compounds obtained during the CO2 reduction (eqn (6.4)–(6.8)). However, the
catalytic surface imposes the selectivity. Thus, following the minimum energy path can be hypothesised by the major product that would be obtained.
CO2 þ 2H1 þ 2e - CO þ H2O,

e0 ¼ 0.61 V

(6.4)

CO2 þ 2H1 þ 2e - HCOOH,

e0 ¼ 0.53 V

(6.5)

CO2 þ 4H1 þ 4e - H2CO þ H2O,

e0 ¼ 0.48 V

(6.6)

CO2 þ 6H1 þ 6e - CH3OH þ H2O,

e0 ¼ 0.38 V

(6.7)

CO2 þ 8H1 þ 8e - CH4 þ 2H2O,

e0 ¼ 0.24 V.

(6.8)
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6.3 Thermochemistry and Chemical Kinetics
in Electrochemical Reactionsz
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In theoretical chemistry, there are three widely used energy quantities that
provide very useful, specific information for the understanding of the physicochemistry during a chemical (catalysed or not) reaction. We refer to the
z

A basic understanding of fundamental concepts in quantum mechanics, physical chemistry
and statistical mechanics is assumed.
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electronic energy (E), the enthalpy (H), and the Gibbs free energy (G). Negative
changes in E, H, and G lead to favoured, exothermic, and spontaneous/
exergonic processes, respectively, while positive values indicate non-favoured,
endothermic, and non-spontaneous/endergonic processes, respectively. From
the fundamental relations of thermodynamics it is inferred that:
0

0

G ¼ H  TS
0

1

5

(6.9)

0

where G and H refer to the standard Gibbs free energy and enthalpy,
and T and S denote temperature and entropy. At temperatures greater than
0 K and constant pressure (for mild conditions, T ¼ 298.15 K), enthalpy can
be expressed in terms of H0 and the heat capacity, CP:
Ð
(6.10)
H ¼ H0 þ CP dT.

10

In addition, the entropy term can be expressed as the sum of the translational, rotational, vibrational, and electronic contributions as to:

15

S ¼ St þ Sr þ Sv þ Se.

(6.11)

Ð
G ¼ H0 þ CP dT  T(St þ Sr þ Sv þ Se).

(6.9)

And therefore:

AQ:1

In addition to these formal quantities, two additional correction terms can
be added to eqn (6.9): on the one hand, and of intrinsic nature, the vibrational zero-point energy (ZPE); on the other hand, extrinsic dispersion (D)
corrections (the explicit formulae of D depends on the method employed):
Ð
G ¼ H0 þ CP dT  T(St þ Sr þ Sv þ Se) þ ZPE þ D
(6.9)
ZPE ¼

1X
hn i
2

25

(6:12)

n i being each one of the 3N  6 (3N  5 in isolated linear molecules) vibrational frequencies. Thus, the Gibbs free energy variation (relative Gibbs free
energy) between two diﬀerent states, 2 and 1, for a given system, can be
expressed as follows:
Ð
DG21 ¼ G2  G1 ¼ H02 þ CP, 2 dT  T(St, 2 þ Sr, 2 þ Sv, 2 þ Se, 2)
Ð
þ ZPE2 þ D2  H01  CP, 1 dT þ T(St, 1 þ Sr, 1 þ Sv, 1 þ Se, 1)
 ZPE1  D1

30

35

(6.13)

or simply:
DG21 ¼ G2  G1 ¼ DH021 þ D

20

Ð

40
(CP)21 dT  TDS21 þ DZPE21 þ DD21.

(6.13)

For the specific case of the heterogeneous catalytic electrochemical CO2
conversion mechanisms, three diﬀerent energy changes are usually calculated. The first one refers to the CO2 adsorption on the surface, and it is also
known as binding energy. Thus, the chemical equation representing the
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adsorption of CO2(g) (or to simplify, just CO2) on a given surface (denoted
as ‘*’) is expressed as:
* þ CO2 - *CO2.

(6.14)

This, which is formally a chemical reaction, exhibits a Gibbs free energy
variation between the product (adsorbed CO2) and reactants (clean surface plus
isolated CO2) representing the aforementioned binding Gibbs free energy. If it
is positive, the adsorption is spontaneously produced, i.e. no energy injection is
needed. By contrast, if it is negative, it means that fixation is non-spontaneous
and additional energy (pressure) is required to enhance such contact. Thus:
DG ¼ Gb ¼ G(*CO2)  G(*)  G(CO2)
where:

1

5

10

(6.15)

Ð
G(*CO2) ¼ H0(*CO2) þ CP(*CO2) dT  T[St(*CO2) þ Sr(*CO2)
þ Sv,(*CO2) þ Se(*CO2)] þ ZPE(*CO2) þ D(*CO2)

(6.16)

15

Ð
G(*) ¼ H0(*) þ CP(*) dT  T[St(*) þ Sr(*) þ Sv,(*) þ Se(*)]
þ ZPE(*) þ D(*)
0

(6.17)

Ð

20

G(CO2) ¼ H (CO2) þ CP(CO2) dT  T[St(CO2) þ Sr(CO2)
þ Sv,(CO2) þ Se(CO2)] þ ZPE(CO2) þ D(CO2).

(6.18)

For these last equations, some approximations can be applied:

25

1. At the fundamental electronic level: SeE0.
2. For gases,y translational, rotational, and vibrational entropy terms have
contributions that might not be neglected. Therefore: S ¼ St þ Sr þ Sv.
3. For solids
Therefore: S ¼ Sv.
Ð and adsorbates, both StE0 and SrE0.
Ð
4. Since CP dT is almost negligible and D CP dTE0, no thermal
corrections for the enthalpy can be taken into account.

30

Finally, eqn (6.16)–(6.18) can be approximated as:
G(*CO2) ¼ H0(*CO2)  TSv,(*CO2) þ ZPE(*CO2) þ D(*CO2)

(6.16)

G(*) ¼ H0(*)  TSv,(*) þ ZPE(*) þ D(*)

(6.17)

35

G(CO2) ¼ H0(CO2)  T[St(CO2) þ Sr(CO2) þ Sv,(CO2)]
þ ZPE(CO2) þ D(CO2).

(6.18)

40

This can be also extended to the calculation of the Gibbs free reaction energy
once *CO2 starts to be reduced through the gain of a set of H1/e pairs. The
y

See foundations in Quantum Chemistry, D. A. McQuarrie and M. Hanson, Macmillan Education,
2nd revised edition, 2007.
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chemical equation for the first H /e
radical species obeys:



pair gain leading to the *OCHO

*CO2 þ H1 þ e - *OCHO .

(6.2)

In view of what was previously discussed concerning the calculation of the
binding Gibbs free energy, it seems obvious how G(*OCHO ) and G(*CO2) can
be expressed as sum of the enthalpy, entropy, ZPE, and dispersion terms.
However, a fundamental question arises: which is the Gibbs free energy of the
H1/e(aq) (or just H1/e) pair? In this context, the chemical potential of
the H1/e pair has the half value of the chemical potential of the dihydrogen
molecule, H2(g), (or just H2, see eqn (6.19)) when working at standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) conditions, i.e. f(H2) ¼ 101 325 Pa, and U ¼ 0 V, being
f(H2), and U the fugacity of H2 and the external potential applied, respectively:
m(H1/e) ¼ 12 m(H2).

1

(6.19)
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Then:
DG ¼ GR ¼ G(*OCHO )  G(*CO2)  G(H1 þ e)
¼ G(*OCHO )  G(*CO2)  12 G(H2).

(6.20)

Ultimately, the reaction Gibbs free energy to any step of the electrochemical CO2 conversion mechanism, where n is the number of H1/e pairs
transferred and m the number of H2O(g) (or just H2O) molecules released, if
applicable, results in:
DG ¼ GR ¼ G(*CO2mHn2m) þ m G(H2O)  G(*)  G(CO2)
n/2 G(H2).

20

25
(6.21)

Obviously, for n ¼ 0 and m ¼ 0, GR ¼ Gb, that is, the binding Gibbs free
energy.
Some observations deserve mentioning in this context:
1. Eqn (6.19) can be only applied in the Gibbs free energy regime.
2. Despite eqn (6.19) being delimited to SHE conditions, pH corrections
can be applied by inclusion of the 2.303 RT pH quantity. (For pH ¼ 0,
natural hydrogen electrode (NHE) conditions, it is obvious that 2.303
RT pH ¼ 0.)
3. The eﬀect of an additional external potential can be added to the
calculation of the Gibbs free energy values by inclusion of the eU
term. At SHE/NHE conditions, U ¼ 0 V.
4. As solution of the Schrödinger equation, quantum mechanical
modelling codes usually provide the electronic energy. Formally, the
electronic energy only refers to the electronic part (kinetic and potential
electronic energies), however, the nuclear part (just as function of
the nuclei positions attending to the Born–Oppenheimer approximation) and the thermal corrections to the electronic energy are assumed to be included in the ‘electronic energy’ expression.
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5. The relation between the electronic energy and the enthalpy, taking
into account the assumption previously commented on about E, is:
H ¼ E þ kBT

(6.22)

therefore DH ¼ DE. It is for this reason that, in praxis, DH is directly
estimated as DE.
Finally, the computation of electrochemical activation energies or barriers
is a challenging topic in which important eﬀorts have been recently reported
by Janik and co-workers23,24 in the development of a strong, founded methodology in which an inner-sphere Marcus mechanism is assumed. In classical
chemical reactions, the TS is located with a zero charge–electron balance
during the chemical process. In the case of elementary electrochemical reactions, a chemical species A, fixed on a catalytic surface (then, *A), gains one
proton (H1) from the bulk medium and one electron (e) travelling through
the catalyst, in order to produce an adsorbed *AH intermediate state:
*A þ H1 þ e - *AH .

(6.24)

Once located, the TS for this chemical reaction and the TS for the electroreduction of *A can be assumed as identical at one specific electrode potential, U0, i.e. U0 equates the energy of the *A þ *H reactants to
*A þ H1 þ e, as shown in the schematic parabolic curves approximated by
the Marcus theory (Scheme 6.5):
Finally and attending to the Butler–Volmer theory, the Gibbs free activation barrier of the electro-reduction of *A, Ga, can be approximated as:
Ga(U) ¼ Ga0 þ bF(U  U0)
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15

(6.23)

Given the obvious diﬃculties with the location of the TS in such an
elementary electrochemical reaction, Janik and co-workers proposed a location of the analogous hydrogenation (chemical) reaction in which both the
*A and *H species are fixed on the surface and react in order to produce the
*AH intermediate state:
*A þ *H - *AH .

1

20

25
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(6.25)

a0

where G is the activation barrier for the hydrogenation reaction of *A, b
the symmetry coeﬃcient (and approximated to 0.5), F the Faraday constant,
and U the applied electrode potential.

6.4 In Practice
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In the present section, practical aspects for the well-resolved DFT modelling
of the catalysed electrochemical mechanisms of CO2 will be treated. In this
regard, a few points deserve overall consideration before starting:
1. As fundamental requisite for the existence of catalysis, it is evident that
a ‘catalyst’ should be considered. But how to know whether a material
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Scheme 6.5

Schematic representation of Marcus curves for the *A þ H1 þ e,
*A þ *H , and *AH species.

will act as a catalyst or not? Through an analysis of specific elements,
such as the atoms’ connectivity, potential electrostatic binding-points,
or selective reactivity, amongst others, it is possible to propose promising candidates.
2. The selection of the methodology plays a key role. An inadequate theoretical treatment might lead to unrealistic outcomes, either false or
positive-negative results.
3. Since the theoretical DFT modelling is carried out thanks to the facilities provided by a software program, it is essential to have a broad
knowledge of the function, settings, and theoretical basis with which
such a program works.
4. Last, but not least, in many of the cases the use of a significant amount
of computational resource is required. In this sense, it should be noted
that most of the calculations demand computational time that simply
exceeds the limits of a personal computer, even of small clusters used
for the modelling of small-size systems or dedicated to performing tests.
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Answering these questions:
1. As a catalyst, our choice is the (001) surface of anatase titanium dioxide, TiO2.
2. As a methodology, we use well-resolved DFT through the generalised
gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
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functional and employ explicit dispersion corrections through the
use of the D3 method with the standard parameters programmed by
Grimme and co-workers.26,27
3. As a simulation program, we employ the facilities provided by the
Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP, version 5.3.5).28–31
4. All calculations were carried out at the National Computational Infrastructure (NCI), which is supported by the Australian Government.
Thus, anatase TiO2(001) is constituted, in such specific surface, by two kind
of O atoms: two-fold or coordinated (labelled as 2c-O in Figure 6.2) and
three-fold (3c-O) atoms, being the first the highest reactive (since 3c-O atoms
are electronically saturated) for its plausible interactions with positive moieties from partner molecules. Also, all Ti atoms are in the form of five-fold
(5c-Ti) atoms, presenting the ability to be potentially bound with negative
moieties from partner molecules.
Before carrying out any modelling, the catalyst cell should be build and
optimised. For the case of materials with crystal structure, it is possible and
convenient to use experimental data provided by the various crystallography
databases, many of them of with free access. In the case at hand (see
Figure 6.2), the unit cell of anatase TiO2 was downloaded, expanded, and cut
in order to produce a 335 super-cell of anatase TiO2 (Ti45O90) in which the
(001) surface pointed towards the OZ axis, and the (100) surface pointed
towards the OX and OY axes.
Once the super-cell is built, it is required to proceed with the optimisation
of the lattice parameters defined throughout the a, b, and c vectors. As a
practical hint, it is quite desirable to centre the OX and OY positions in order
to avoid change in the relative positions of the atoms as well as to prevent
the same for the OZ positions moving the super-cell a suﬃciently reasonable
amount with respect the z ¼ 0 plane.
The cell parameters for anatase TiO2(001) constitute a triclinic (3D) lattice
system, being the cell angles a ¼ b ¼ g ¼ 901 and the |a| and |b| cell length
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Figure 6.2

From left to right: (001) surface (OZ) for a 335 super-cell of TiO2
(Ti45O90) and its OX, OY, and OZ perspectives.
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modules equal to 11.328 Å for this specific case. Since the (001) surface is
expressed through the OZ axis, it represents a cutting in the crystal structure.
For this reason, it is imposed that |c| ¼ 35 Å, and a vacuum distance of
around 25 Å is supposed to avoid interactions between periodic images.
In the VASP environment, four files need to be prepared:32
1. POSCAR: containing the cell parameters, atom types and their quantity,
and direct lattice coordinates (eventually, also forces if data were provided in a previous calculation).
2. POTCAR: containing the plane-wave pseudo-potentials. In the case at
hand, projected augmented-wave (PAW) PBE pseudo-potentials: Ti
(PAW_PBE Ti 08Apr2002) and O (PAW_PBE O 08Apr2002) for TiO2,
and also C (PAW_PBE C 08Apr2002) and H (PAW_PBE H 15Jun2001),
which will be required later for the modelling of the CO2 conversion.
3. KPOINTS: containing, in this case, representative 331 k-points following the Monkhorst–Pack scheme and having been tested before
with a larger set of k-points to make sure that there were no significant
changes in the calculated energies.
4. INCAR: containing the settings for the modelling. Here, well-resolved
DFT through: (i) a GGA-PBE functional; (ii) plane-wave cut-oﬀ energy of
450 eV;33,34 (iii) energy and force convergence limits equal to 104 eV
per atom and |0.02| eV Å1, respectively; (iv) Gaussian smearing for the
fnk partial occupancies set for each wavefunction; (v) 0.02 eV for the
width of the smearing; (vi) a conjugate gradient algorithm; (vii) 0.2 fs
for the scaling constant of the forces; (viii) explicit D3 dispersion corrections; and (ix) the rest of the by-default settings.
Once the required accuracy was reached, that is, once it was optimised,
VASP provides a total electronic energy (‘TOTEN’ in the VASP formalism)
of 1194.74 eV. This optimisation is just the optimised structure for a
given lattice parameters and does not mean that it is the optimum.
The lattice parameters should be optimised as well, and for that reason,
eqn (6.26) to (6.28) should be applied in order to search those lattice
parameters that lead to the minimum energy. The w factor just expands
(if w41) or contracts (if wo1) the cell. It is assumed that at the beginning,
w ¼ 1.00 (at the top of the INCAR file) was used. Then, with an accuracy in
the hundredths, we can obtain the TOTEN when w ¼ 1.01 (expansion) and
w ¼ 0.99 (contraction) but always keeping the same value of |c| to proceed
with a consistent comparison:
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a ¼ wax þ way þ waz ¼ wax ¼ w  11.328i

(6.26)

b ¼ wbx þ wby þ wbz ¼ wby ¼ w  11.328j

(6.27)

c ¼ wcx þ wcy þ wcz ¼ wcz ¼ 35k, in all cases.
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TOTEN (in eV) along the optimisation of the lattice
parameters of the Ti45O90 super-cell of TiO2(001).
w

TOTEN

1.01
1.00
0.99
0.98

1194.74
1195.31
1195.52
1195.45

Results (see Table 6.1) indicate that TOTEN(w ¼ 1.01)4TOTEN(w ¼ 1.00),
and TOTEN(w ¼ 0.99)oTOTEN(w ¼ 1.00). This leads us to conclude that it is
still required to contract the cell up to find the minimum electronic energy.
Finally, since TOTEN(w ¼ 0.98)4TOTEN(w ¼ 0.99), it is evident that for
w ¼ 0.99 the optimised lattice parameters can be found, being
|a| ¼ |b| ¼ 11.215 Å and |c| ¼ 35 Å.
Here, a fundamental question still arises: does the methodology employed
represent well the crystal structure and properties of TiO2(001)? As can be
seen, the optimised lattice parameters and, then, the optimised structure
from this turn out to be very close to the crystal structure, with similar O–Ti
covalent distances between the experimentally measured and the theoretically predicted, and exhibiting a good agreement of the band gap when a
HSE06 (Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof functional)35–37 single point calculation
over the PBE optimised geometry was carried out. Thus, the methodology
can be considered as validated.
The next step consists in the analysis of the CO2 interactions on the
TiO2(001) surface as fundamental prerequisite to start the catalytic process.
In this regard, it seems evident that there is no catalysis if both surface
and substrate do not present physicochemical contact. Since the calculation of the Gibbs free binding energy previously shown in eqn (6.15)
consists in the subtraction of the Gibbs free energy of the CO2:TiO2(001)
complex minus the Gibbs free energy of the isolated moieties, their calculation is required.
At the present time, we have obtained the TOTEN and the associated
optimised lattice parameters and structure of the clean TiO2(001) surface.
How to calculate, in praxis, the Gibbs free energy? For this purpose, it is
required a second calculation with the following details:32
1. POSCAR: the previously optimised structure contained in the
CONTCAR file.
2. POTCAR: the same as in the previous case.
3. KPOINTS: since it is necessary carry out a vibrational/phonon
frequency analysis, this is only possible to do for G points, that is,
111 k-points following the Monkhorst–Pack scheme. Once done, a
set of vibrational/phonon frequencies appear and, eventually, also a set
of imaginary low values. They are associated with vibrational motions
in the margins/limits of the cell and as result of the cutting to G points.
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4. INCAR: in this case, a single-point calculation will be performed with
the following parameters: (i) along the ionic and electronic relaxations,
the same parameters can be used, although a more accurate precision
setting can be chosen; (ii) if dispersion corrections were previously
carried out, they should also be included here; and (iii) for the calculation of vibrational/phonon frequencies, the finite diﬀerences method
is applicable in order to determine the second derivatives throughout
the Hessian matrix. It is important to note that the number of iterations done to reach a self-consistent field (SCF) should be lower than
the maximum number of iterations programmed. Otherwise, the results can develop into energy artefacts/inaccuracies because the SCF
has not been reached. Also, it is recommended that a minimum of 6–8
iterations per alteration during the finite diﬀerences calculation should
be carried out.
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From these sets of calculations the G points can be extracted: the total
electronic energy (and then, enthalpy), which directly includes the dispersion corrections, the entropy contributions, and the ZPE. However, there
are diﬀerent strategies concerning the selection of TOTEN. Some authors
include the thermal and vibrational terms to obtain the Gibbs free energy
from the TOTEN with the largest set of k-points, others choose the value
directly obtained from the G points. In this case, we are working with the
second case. As an important hint, it is quite important to take into account
that, in the first case, the TOTEN that should be selected is the last one
before reaching the required accuracy, while in the second it should be
the first one after reaching the SCF since it is a single-point calculation. It
is true that for an N-atoms system, there appear 3  2  N þ 1 iterations
with their respective TOTEN. As we stated before, the first one corresponds
to the single point calculation, while the rest, 3  2  N, carry out the alteration
of each atom in the three directions (positive and negative) to evaluate the
energy corresponding to each 3N vibrational/phonon frequency.
Table 6.2 gathers the energy quantities for the isolated H2 and CO2 molecules. Also, it is quite common see authors who prefer to use data from the
optimised geometries of these small molecules, while others proceed with
single-point calculations over the experimentally measured geometries,
which are very well known due to the high precision of the detection
methods in the gas phase. Also, we are working with the second case.
Table 6.2

Energy quantities for the isolated H2 and CO2 molecules. Experimental
values from the NIST database (http://cccbdb.nist.gov): H2 (g):
dHH ¼ 0.741 Å, n1(Sg) ¼ 4401 cm1; CO2 (g): dCO ¼ 1.162 Å, AOCO ¼ 180.01,
n1(Sg) ¼ 1333 cm1, n2(Su) ¼ 2349 cm1, n3(Pu) ¼ 667 cm1.

Species

EþD

TSt

TSr

TSv

ZPE

G

H2 (g)
CO2 (g)

6.77
22.92

0.35
0.47

0.04
0.17

0.00 (0)
0.00 (5)

0.27
0.27

6.89
23.29
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Unlike the previous cases in which the initial geometries are almost trivial,
searching for the optimised CO2 : TiO2(001) complexes is much more complicated since it requires an initial approach in order to propose initial
structures (guesses in the theoretical formalism) as close to the real minima.
This not only facilitates the convergence process and saves computational
time, but also could produce real but secondary minima in stability. The
consequences of this are evident and the experience here usually plays an
important role.
Thus, since 5c-Ti atoms are electron-poor moieties that exhibit one electropositive vacancy, it seems reasonable that this can interact with the O lone
pairs (Olp) from CO2, which are electron-rich moieties. This means plausible
OCO  Ti interactions being CO2 physisorbed on the surface. Also, another
option is that 2c-O atoms in TiO2(001), which are more reactive than 3c-O
ones, could interact with the p-holes from C in CO2 in order to physically fix
both moieties through an O  CO2 interaction. Alternatively, a secondary
OCO  Ti interaction could take place in this case. Finally, the last option is
that CO2 could be chemisorbed on the surface, being in this case strong
interactions in which both moieties are closer to being covalently bound than
in the form of weak interactions, as in the two previous assumptions.
Eﬀectively, such initial guesses were good representative structures of the
real minima, as shown in Figure 6.3. Concerning the stability analysis, while
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Figure 6.3

Initial structures and their corresponding optimised minima for the CO2
fixation (physi- and chemisorbed) on TiO2(001).
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Figure 6.4

*CO2 þ *H and *OCOH minima and the proposed two NEB images
(1 and 2) for searching for the TS corresponding to the first H1/e
pair transfer on TiO2(001). This is an illustrative calculation; a larger
number of images might be necessary for a more accurate description of
the TS.

physisorbed minima exhibit non-spontaneous Gibbs free binding energies
(0.64 and 0.72 eV), the chemisorption of CO2 is profiled as being more stable
with a spontaneous DGb ¼ 0.50 eV. For this chemisorbed state we say
that CO2 is captured on the TiO2(001) surface. It deserves to be mentioned
that, at this step, searching for the TS due to the change between physisorbed and chemisorbed CO2 might be convenient, although the barrier of
this process is expected to be lower than the ones that will be computed
during the further conversion processes.
Once CO2 is chemisorbed on the surface, the next step consists in the
introduction of the first H1/e pair. Between the two options of OCHO
and OCOH radicals, we are going to focus on the second case. Thus, the
optimised structure results in the one represented on the right of Figure 6.4.
Applying eqn (6.21), the reaction Gibbs free energy at 298.15 K for this is
hypothesised to be 0.32 eV vs. NHE, that is, the process is spontaneous.
However, what happens to the activation barrier? According to eqn (6.25), a
description of the *CO2 þ *H state is required, and therefore the TS between
this and the *OCOH radical. For this purpose, the nudge elastic band
(NEB)38 method was applied, despite there being other approaches for the
location of the TS.
Finally, it is hypothesised (see Table 6.3) that the activation barrier for the
electrochemical H1/e pair injection from *CO2 to *OCOH is 0.85 eV vs.
NHE. This search should be done for all successive elementary steps in
order to discriminate between the kinetic or thermodynamic controls of the
reaction and locate the minimum energy path. Once the whole picture is
gained, it is possible to conjecture the selectivity of the TiO2(001) surface
towards the preference of one product against another and also hypothesise
the maximum energy demanded for the whole process. If any larger barrier
appears, once CO2 is captured on the TiO2(001) surface, DFT advances that it
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Energy quantities (in eV, U0 in V) for the calculation of the activation
barrier for the first H1/e pair injection from *CO2 to *OCOH .

Species

G
1

*CO2 þ H þ e
*CO2 þ *H
TS
*OCOH



1221.02
1220.83
1220.08
1220.84

U0

G0act

Gact

0.19

0.75

0.85

1

5

is possible convert CO2 into a certain hydrocarbon compound with a maximum energy input of 0.85 eV vs. NHE.
In summary, we have provided a set of computational tools to analyse the
reaction mechanisms for the electrochemical CO2 conversion into ‘green’
fuels through: (i) DFT characterisation of the material; (ii) finding structure/
reactivity patterns; and (iii) estimation of the thermodynamics and kinetics
of the reactions. In simpler words, providing a comprehensive guide in
which we, as theoreticians, would be able to hypothesise promising candidate(s) for CO2 conversion and deepening the understanding of the mechanistic events taking place at the atomic/electronic level. Our eﬀorts are
added to those already carried out by dozens of theoretical groups, not only
on this specific topic,39–44 but also in many other modelling studies such as
hydrogen45–50 and oxygen51–56 evolution reactions (HER, OER) in water
splitting or N2 conversion into ammonia,57,58 as some remarkable instances
in which the foundations of this guide can be also applied. We are confident
that the didactic point-of-view oﬀered in this chapter will be of help to those
researchers being introduced to the DFT modelling of heterogeneous catalysis materials chemistry and will serve as a basis to establishing a common
methodology that takes into account both thermodynamic and kinetic
evaluations with the aim of successful prediction and explanation.
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